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Australian Centre for 
International Justice  

 
28 February 2019  
 
The Treasury  
Langston Crescent  
Parkes ACT 2600 
Australia  
 
Dear Assistant Minister for Treasury and Finance  
 
2019-2020 Pre-Budget Submission 
 
The Australian Centre for International Justice is pleased to make this submission and 
proposal to The Treasury’s 2019-2020 Pre-Budget Submission process.  
 
Our submission is focused on addressing budget action relevant to developing and enhancing 
Australia’s investigations capacity in atrocity or international crimes. Making resources 
available in this area could provide an immediate and discernible difference to the lives of 
Australians, Australian residents and people around the world who have survived atrocity 
crimes. In addition, it ensures Australia will not be a safe haven for perpetrators of atrocity 
crimes and would be essential to ensuring Australia meets its international obligations to 
prosecute and add to Australia’s contribution to ending the impunity gap.  
 
To achieve this, we recommend that Australia establish a Specialised Investigations Unit to 
investigate war crimes, genocide, crimes against humanity and torture.  
 
About the Australian Centre for International Justice  
 
The Australian Centre for International Justice is a newly established legal centre with the 
objective of developing Australia’s universal jurisdiction practice by providing access to justice 
in Australia to survivors and victims of serious human rights violations. 
 
We are an independent non-profit legal centre dedicated to seeking justice and accountability 
for victims and survivors of serious human rights violations. We work towards developing 
Australia’s role in investigating, prosecuting, and providing remedies for these violations. We 
work with affected communities and partners locally and abroad in the global fight to end the 
impunity of those responsible for these violations. Our work is informed by the values of 
justice, accountability, human rights, dignity, courage and solidarity.  
 

1. Australia’s universal jurisdiction framework  
 
Universal jurisdiction refers to the process by which individuals responsible for atrocity crimes 
can be the subject of investigations or prosecutions before national domestic processes and 
courts irrespective of the nationalities of the perpetrator and victim, and irrespective of the 
territory on which the crime took place.  
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This extraterritorial application of enforcing egregious violations against human rights and 
dignity evolved as a result of the international community’s horror and resolve to ensure that 
perpetrators of the worst crimes do not go unpunished, that they are held accountable for 
their actions, that they will be denied safe haven in third countries and that survivors and the 
families of the victims are able to seek justice and redress.   
 
Despite Australia’s implementation of international crimes offences in the Commonwealth 
Criminal Code,1 its general support for the principle of universal jurisdiction arising from its 
goal of ending impunity2 and possessing the legal framework to prosecute these crimes, the 
practical implementation of investigations and prosecutions in Australia is still in its infancy. 
There have been only limited allegations, investigations and minimal international 
coordination of strategy. Further, it is arguable that these investigations have been 
unsatisfactory and failed to meet minimum international standards.3  
 
In addition to possessing a well-developed and functional legal system, Australia is one of a 
few countries in the Western world that does not have a specialised investigations unit, or a 
whole of government approach or policy, that focuses specifically on the investigations of 
international crimes.  
 

2. Current AFP capacity 
 
Currently the Australian Federal Police (AFP) has the mandate to investigate crimes of an 
international nature, which include Commonwealth criminal offences of genocide; war 
crimes; crimes against humanity and torture.  
 
The AFP’s Case Categorisation and Prioritisation Model (CCPM) was published in 2016 as a 
guide to show how the AFP prioritises matters and referrals to investigate. The CCPM states 
at the outset that whilst the AFP has the primary law enforcement responsibility for 
investigating criminal offences against Commonwealth laws, the number of such offences 
identified or reported far exceeds its investigational capacity. It therefore must ensure that 
its limited resources are directed to the matters of highest priority. This is done through a 
combination of elements to consider including: the type of incident and its impact on the 
Australian society; the importance to both the client and the AFP in terms of the roles 
assigned to them by the Government and Ministerial direction and the resources required by 
the AFP to undertake the matter.4  
 
The CCPM provides no indication that it prioritises investigations of international crimes and 
AFP personnel have limited training in this area with no specialised investigators whose 
primary focus is in this area.5 In addition, there is nothing on the AFP’s website and in the 
Annual Reports of the last decade to suggest it prioritises international crimes.   
 

3. Historical background – Special Investigations Unit  
 
In the past, Australia did have a Special Investigations Unit (SIU). It was established in 1987 
following a review by the Menzies government into the presence of alleged World War II Nazi 
war criminals living in Australia and was placed within the Attorney-General’s Department. 
These allegations were largely thrust into the public spotlight because of the work of 
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investigative journalist Mark Aarons. The work of the SIU lasted until 1992 and it conducted 
871 investigations.6 It resulted in three prosecutions but no convictions and cost 
approximately $15.4 million. Following the SIU’s disbandment it was succeeded by the War 
Crimes Prosecution Support Unit which was staffed by former SIU personnel and provided 
further support to the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions in the prosecutions 
that were eventually launched as a result of the investigations. This Unit was shut down in 
January 1994.7  
 
In 2002 the Department of Immigration established the War Crimes Screening Unit, however 
no referrals from this Unit have led to any criminal prosecutions for international crimes, 
because since 2002 there have not been any prosecutions conducted in atrocity crimes in 
Australia.8 Rather investigations by this unit result in visa refusals on character grounds which 
can ultimately end up being reviewed at the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, a body not 
adept or experienced in dealing with underlying criminal matters and where the rules of 
evidence do not apply.9  
 
It is unclear why the appetite for continuing the work of the SIU faded, where abroad in similar 
countries like Canada, it intensified. Canada also established a special inquiry in 1987 
following similar allegations of Nazi war criminals resident there and it continued until the 
early 1990s and resulted in four charges and no convictions. Canada’s response following the 
conclusion of the inquiry led to broadening its approach.10 Canada now has a dedicated cross-
government approach and resources to investigate international crimes, discussed briefly 
below.  
 

4. Lessons from the SIU and other units abroad  
 

Australia can effectively break from the legacy of the disbandment of the SIU. Any challenges 
the SIU had are due to plausible explanations relating to the difficulty of obtaining evidence 
so many decades after the event of the crime. It is asserted by Mark Ierace SC, former NSW 
Senior Public Defender and former Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for the 
former Yugoslavia, in his policy proposal for an Australian War Crimes Unit, that “had there 
been a unit established in the 1950s to proactively investigate credible information of WWII 
war crimes suspects residing in Australia, there would be little doubt that it would have been 
successful.”11 These barriers and reasons should not prevent a new unit from being created. 
In fact, it is time that Australia establish a unit so that these barriers cannot be used as a 
reason to prevent investigations in the future.  
 
Australian experts and practitioners in international criminal law have written extensively in 
the past in relation to the requirements of a committed and concerted policy approach from 
Australia, specifically because of the notion that Australia is a safe haven for war crimes 
suspects. The consistent policy approaches they have called for include: looking into the 
significant gaps in Federal criminal legislation and policy for crimes occurring before 
Australia’s ratification of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC),12 and for 
a specialised investigations unit. Gideon Boas and Pascale Chifflet have stated that any 
approach can only be realised through systematic and ongoing responses, and that “one of 
the most pertinent lessons from the post-1980s war crimes prosecutions is the requirement 
to act promptly in the face of such allegations.”13 Professor Tim McCormack, Dean of the 
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University of Tasmania’s Faculty of Law and Special Advisor to the Prosecutor of the ICC, has 
stated that it would be his priority to rectify the indifference of “successive Australian 
Governments to the presence of alleged war criminals in our nation” and reinstate the SIU 
and ensure it is allocated with financial resources to rebuild the impressive investigatory 
expertise that the SIU had developed.14  
 
Australia lags behind the rest of the developed Western world in dedicating special resources 
to international crimes units. The United States set up the Office of Special Investigations in 
1979.15 Other specialised units where set up in the Netherlands in 1998,16 Germany in 2009,17 
France in 2010,18 and in Sweden in 2008.19 Norway, Belgium and Denmark also have 
dedicated units.  
  
International coordination efforts with other international crimes units abroad will be key. 
For example, the United States’ OSI and Canada’s Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes 
Section located within its Department of Justice, are both Observer States of the European 
Union’s Genocide Network, a branch of the European Union’s Judicial Cooperation Unit 
(Eurojust), which was created to ensure close cooperation between national authorities in 
investigating and prosecuting war crimes cases. 
 

Canada’s War Crimes Program for example receives an estimated annual budget of 
$15.4million.20 
 
Australia is already successful in its cooperation with other types of international crimes 
abroad, whether its relevant for terrorism offences, drug offences, other organised crimes, 
human trafficking and slavery offences and child exploitation offences. For example, the AFP 
is providing significant personnel and resources to the international MH17 investigation 
efforts.  
 

5. Challenges and complexities of investigations  
 
The investigation of international crimes presents numerous difficulties and challenges. 
Including that:  

• the crimes were usually committed many years ago and outside Australia’s territory;  

• the crime scenes may no longer exist or are different to the scene at the time of the 
crime; 

• the individuals required to be interviewed are usually in the countries where the 
crimes took place or have sought refuge in other countries meaning that major parts 
of the investigation must be conducted abroad;  

• the crimes are usually committed in the context of an armed conflict (though not 
always for crimes against humanity) and the conflict may still be ongoing; and 

• a contextual analysis of the crime requires complex evaluation of a set of facts and 
legal analysis.  
 

However, none of the above should dissuade investigators where there is specialist 
expertise and that expertise is connected to other international cooperation and 
coordination efforts and strategies. More significantly, it has not dissuaded other countries 
from establishing specialist units.    
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6. The imperative and opportunity  
 
Australia’s commitment to international justice in terms of its general support and financial 
support to international criminal courts and tribunals is to be commended. For example, it 
provided AUD$9.1 million to the International Criminal Court in the 2018-2019 financial 
year.21 However Australia is consistently absent on the global stage in actively investigating 
and prosecuting atrocity crimes.  
 
There are many reasons why Australia should seriously consider creating a specialised 
investigations unit, some of these include: 
 

• Australia has international obligations to investigate and prosecute;22  
 

• the current investigative structure is unsatisfactory and poorly resourced and trained;  
 

• Australia is a migrant country and despite rigorous immigration and border security 
screening policies, these are not foolproof methods of ensuring perpetrators are 
denied safe haven in Australia;23  
 

• Australia is home to recently arrived refugee communities who are survivors of 
atrocity crimes. Most recently they include: Syrian, Yazidi, Rohingya, South Sudanese, 
and Tamils from Sri Lanka among others. There are no current practical avenues for 
persons to seek justice and redress; 

 

• there is a growing awareness that the challenges of atrocity crimes cannot be 
addressed by the creation of ad hoc tribunals or the International Criminal Court alone 
and there is a shared responsibility and obligations on countries to prosecute; and   
 

• universal jurisdiction litigation is increasing around the world and is widely seen as the 
only recourse for cases where political, legal and practical reasons prevent access to 
justice at the ICC or in other such ad hoc tribunals.24  

 
7. The need for a specialised focus  

 
It is widely accepted that investigations of this nature for universal jurisdiction cases require 
specialised focus and expertise with well-trained investigators and committed resources. The 
investigations of international crimes differ from ordinary domestic criminal cases and 
“require skilled police investigators and prosecutors to handle the myriad practical and legal 
challenges.”25 In addition, ad hoc approaches as is currently attended to by the AFP are 
unlikely to be successful, because police investigators might find the challenges daunting,26 
in addition to the important fact that any investigation that is conducted in this current 
approach is unlikely to meet minimum standards on the duty to investigate.  
 
Further the German unit’s investigations and prosecutorial policy has pursued cases even 
where there is no immediate prospect that a suspect will be in Germany through the concept 
of “structural investigations” where investigations can begin on specific situations without 
the need at the outset to identify perpetrators. Recently this model has led to successful 
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arrests of senior members of the Syrian intelligence apparatus involved in the systematic use 
of torture in Syrian prisons and the issuing of an arrest warrant for the head of the navy 
intelligence.27 We would encourage any Australian unit to include scope of this type of 
investigative and prosecutorial policy.28 
 
Human Rights Watch has stated that a key benefit of specialised units is that they deliver 
depth of experience and over time show that the quality of investigations improves and the 
time it takes to carry out investigations decreases. Most importantly it also reflects the 
political will of the country of combating impunity for atrocity crimes. It also states that “[i]n 
addition to having motivated and experienced staff and specifically earmarked budgets, the 
decision to create specialised war crimes units often reflects heightened political will within 
the countries in question to fight impunity for the gravest international crimes.”29 
 
Another useful function of a specialised investigations unit would be to support, and 
coordinate with, the various international and non-governmental organisations who work on 
collection of evidence, documentation, and analysis, including the recently established UN 
International, Impartial and Independent Mechanisms on Syria and Myanmar. 
 
Civil society groups in Europe who are most active in critical and constructive engagement 
with their respective war crimes units and litigate on the basis of universal jurisdiction, state 
that “War Crimes Units [WCUs] are the concrete expression of the states’ determination to 
fight impunity. They show that justice is within reach when political actors commit sufficient 
resources and expertise - and WCUs definitely need both to fulfil their titanic mission.”30 It is 
imperative that Australia steps up to this challenge and ensures it acts on its goal of ending 
impunity.   

 
8. Recommendations  

 

• Australia should establish a multi-disciplinary specialist investigations unit; and  
 

• Ensure that this unit is well resourced, trained and be provided with ongoing adequate 
training. 

 
 
Thank you for considering our submission. Please contact Rawan Arraf at info@acij.org.au if 
you have any questions or comments.  
 
Sincerely  
AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE 
 
 
 
Rawan Arraf 
Director  
 

 
 

mailto:info@acij.org.au
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